
 

 

 

RSCCD Joint Researchers’ Meeting 
May 11, 2017 Minutes 

 
Attendees:  Janet Enriquez, Haydeh Kaveh, Renée Limback, Janice Love, Yan Ma, Nga Pham, 
Rudy Tjiptahadi, Aaron Voelcker and Whitney Youngren. 
 
IT Back-up: 
Stuart: Now there are groups among the programmers, and we (research) are Group 4. It consists 
of Paul (Bay as backup) Annette and Albert. Beginning in July, they will be attending the 
meetings so an open dialogue of questions can be addressed for a clear understanding of what is 
being requested/needed.  
 
Enterprise DW Elements: 
Stuart: Need to make sure each group provides what they need for the Data Warehouse so it can 
be set up correctly. Will have to wait on this project. Reality would need more staff/resources 
and understanding. First group to address may be HR due to many retirements coming up.  
 
Gainful employment: 
Stuart: Had meeting Robert, Carlos, and Janice. Janice will be the short-term person responsible 
for this task. Need to make sure students received gainful employment document then retain. 
Data needs to be entered into the system before July 1.  
 
Meeting Scheduling: 
Stuart: This time slot still works for everyone.  
 
Waivers Table:  
Haydeh: looking at 2017. Result was 2016 override. Per Paul ignore and not use override.  
Haydeh: For different snapshots FC/ET but same data for waiver for same student same course. 
Which one use? Should be run by Term not Snapshot.  
Will add to list to look into.  
 
Data on demand: 
Whitney asking for access because attempting to match scorecard metric and they are using data 
on demand for comparing cohort for completed and transfer students. Nga is the contact person 
since data is confidential.  
 
 



Daily snapshots & Enterprise Data Warehouse Elements: 
Stuart: still need to know which data elements to capture from EMT and RG Reports. Once 
decided the elements those can become part of the enterprise data warehouse.  
 
Aaron: for Research part can set up meeting to determine which data elements would like, then 
the daily snapshots can occur and become the elements within the data warehouse. So far would 
like EMT and RG Report (four programs). Once meet and know which elements, then would like 
to see a timeline.  
Nga: Each (Janice, Nga, and Aaron) look at EMT separately then when meet can go over and 
compare. Maybe be able to have available for fall.  
 
District Council: 
Nga: district council about IEPI and TIE? 
Aaron: TIE (technology institutional effectiveness task force) at SCC to interact with partnership 
resource team (PRT) and already have one visit. Challenge trying to tackle is technology 
institutional effectiveness. Through IEPI (Institutional Effectiveness Partnership Initiative), offer 
seed grants. 
 
Maps: 
Nga: will be posting on district website, a series of maps within RSCCD boundaries (funded by 
AEBG) for both SAC and SCC along with the data in excel.  
Janice: would like to see map demo for next meeting 
  
Data definition: 
Yan: handout for data definition. (See attached handout) to be discussed at the next meeting. 
 
 
Next Meeting for Research: June 22, 2017 
 
 


